Everything we do with a business starts with
understanding the business objectives. Digital
Marketing needs to be measured and deliver
growth against real business targets. Websites

We can help your business
grow rapidly using 1000’s of
tried and tested digital
marketing tactics

One to one advice or group
consultancy. We have a
track record in helping
businesses with digital

need to actually work for a business, not just
have large pretty pictures. When training
businesses, we ask why the training is needed
and customise it to meet the needs of the
business.

If you need a Website
that actually works for your
business rather than just
looks pretty, we can help

Get the skills you need to
succeed in the digital world,
from those who use them
every day

Since the company formed in 2005 we have
worked with literally thousands of businesses,
small and large and worked alongside local and
national government to provide consultancy,
training, social media marketing services and
digital marketing. We now have offices in
Aberystwyth, Shrewsbury and Swansea and our
in house team of digital marketing specialists,
web developers and trainers work with
businesses all over the UK.
We are different from the average Digital
Marketing agency. We don’t just focus on

You manage your business,
we’ll manage your Social
Media. A goal-driven
approach to Social Media
management

In our blog, we give away
incredible tips and tricks,
that most other digital
agencies don’t even know

pay-per-click advertising or social media
marketing services. We use 1000’s of tactics in a
co-ordinated way to bring real measurable
results to businesses. We work with the
resources the businesses have, and mesh in our
skills to deliver a strategic approach that is
proving to be very successful!
Businesses work with us on monthly packages
that suit their business and we include
everything they need in that price including
search engine optimisation, strategy meetings,
email marketing support, PPC management,
graphic design and even training. Best of all,
there are no long term contracts, just a months
notice. Businesses stay with us because we
deliver results.

From logo design to full
branding and print
projects, our talented
graphic design team are
here to help

Give us the opportunity to
discuss your business and
we will show you how we
can help
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TOTAL DIGITAL MARKETING
Digital Marketing is a complex and multi-faceted discipline that needs to

We’re always astonished by the level of skills and expertise at InSynch… we can’t speak

be approached holistically in order to get real results. Business owners

highly enough about them. We’ve developed a much more professional approach (we

are rarely equipped with the advanced digital marketing skills required to
get the most out of this ever changing area of business. At InSynch we
have trained and experienced staff who are constantly learning, upskilling

hope) generally pretty much in all respects. This has led to an encouraging increase
in our turnover. We have come to really appreciate and rely on the day to day help
we get from InSynch – it makes a huge difference.
Mike and Denise

and keeping on top of developments. We have the skills that can enable

Ethical Wares

businesses to implement a digital marketing strategy with real,
measurable results.
Our Total Digital Marketing Solution enables businesses to partner with
us to maximise the benefits of digital marketing in their business.
Essentially, InSynch becomes your digital marketing department! We
work with you every month to create and deliver a measurable and

sophisticated Digital Marketing strategy that boosts your business
FIND OUT MORE
CONTACT US

We have gradually handed over more and more of our web care and digital marketing to
InSynch because we have always received good service along with up to date, business

specific, trustworthy advice. I no longer need to panic when there is a digital drama – they
are always at the end of a phone or email.
Jo Carthew
Black Mountains Smokery

Remarketing is a tool that big and small
businesses alike use to get customers to come
back to their website. It keeps what they have
previously looked at online in the back of their
minds, and incites them to come back to the
website.
What is remarketing?
Have you ever looked on Amazon for a look at a
new cooling fan for your room, and days later
you notice the cooling fan is being advertised on
websites as you go, following you around that
internet? That is Remarketing.
It is used by Facebook and Google advertising to
find users who have been on the website and
looked at products or services recently, and then
reminds them of the items that were thinking
about, being a constant reminder that they
should come back to the website and take
another look at it.

It really works
It can seem annoying, some people even find it
creepy to have adverts always knowing what
you’ve been doing – but it still works.
Some decisions take a long time to decide on,
like planning a holiday abroad for instance.
If you look on a website for a holiday to Costa
Rica you won’t be looking to book a hotel and
flight package straight away, you want time to
think.

before, and reminding you to come back and

It’s a gentle reminder

make a decision later on.

Don’t let them just forget you! Nudge them back

Its adverts getting into your head, nudging you

with non-intrusive adverts and watch customers

to revisit the website, take another look, why

happily continue and finish shopping with you.

not? It’s so easy, you don’t even have to do
another search, just click on the link and you’ll be We offer Remarketing in our Facebook
right back, ready to make the purchase in no

Advertising Management, our Pay Per Click

time.

Advertising or in our Total Digital
Marketing packages.

Remarketing is working, we have helped
out clients in the past and currently on

If you would like to contact us we can see how

remarketing campaigns, getting people to re-visit we can help you. If you want to really effectively
the website for a new offer or to carry on with

look after your customers from the start to the

their abandoned shopping basket.

end of their purchasing experience, you should
really be looking at Remarketing as a tool to help

By not taking on remarketing, you can be

them through to the end.

missing out on a lot of potential customers who
Having adverts reminding you ‘Holidays to Costa

did want to buy your products or services, but

Rica are available at

who closed their computer and forgot about it,

examplecostaricaholidaywebsite.web’ makes

or needed more time to think before they came

sure you remember you were searching for this

back.
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At InSynch we undertake digital marketing
consultancy and write digital marketing
strategies for organisations of all sizes and
sectors. I have many tools up my sleeve to help
make businesses market themselves more
effectively. I thought it would be nice to share
one of these tools that I use almost without fail
when working with a business and tell you how
to use this valuable tool in your business.

GOOGLE TRENDS
Google Trends is basically what the name
implies. It gives you trends on what people are
searching for. Not just over the last few days, but
over the last 12 years!
How to use it for your business

Christmas cards to previous guests. Simply

Website that people are searching for. This

sending new year cards instead in the first week changes over time.
1. Find out when people are searching for

of January will have a far better result. See the

your product or services

screenshot below.

For example, there is a reason why we changes
the name of our popular marketing course:

If we were to look at a graph over the year of
when people search for what you sell or offer, it

It doesn’t matter what your industry sector is,

It used to be – Internet Marketing MasterclassIt

would never be a flat line. There are peaks and

there will be a trend of some description.

is now called DIY Digital Marketing.

troughs throughout the year. Some of which can

Funnily enough many industries follow the

Why? Have a look at the graph from Google

be quite dramatic. The basic principle is that if

same pattern as tourism. January is also a peak

Trends below showing the use of both Internet

you plan your marketing activities to coincide

time for people planning a Wedding (for those

marketing and Digital Marketing over time.

with these peaks, when people are more

in this marketplace). Sadly, it is also a peak time

Quite simply, more people now search for

predisposed to be looking for your product or

for people searching for Divorce! Something for

Digital Marketing and so if we want to get found

service, you will get a higher response rate.

our solicitor clients to note!

in more searches, we can change the name of

For example, in the tourism sector, the first two

2. Discover how the use of phrases is

weeks of January are the most popular time to

changing, and change your Website content

search for a holiday cottage. The week before

accordingly

Christmas is the least likely time and yet this is

A basic search engine optimisation principle is

when many holiday cottage providers send

that you should include the words on your

the course to help this happen.
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Remember when Black Friday was just, well…
a Friday?
These days Black Friday stretches over a week,
or in some cases, a fortnight! But for SMEs and
Independents, is slashing your prices and
pouring more money into your advertising
budget really worth it? Well, we’ll let you be the
judge…

Firstly, when It comes to selling on Black Friday,
45% of sales in 2018 were made by laptop or
desktop, 26% in store and 24% on mobile.
Positive! The maybe not-so-positive statistic?
Sales from Social Media made up only 1% of

popular Supermarket chains offering cut price

spent the least amount of money than any other

purchases. So, maybe give those Facebook ads a

Christmas booze. Gulp! Not on Amazon? Not

area in the UK – and a whopping £200 less than

rest for the day?

selling cheap spirits for the festive season? Then consumers in London.
don’t let your advertising budget become the

One in six people plan to definitely buy

ghost of Christmas past.

The bad news for local business is that footfall
fell by 6% on Black Friday in 2018, and studies

something on Black Friday, and in 2018, only
30% of shoppers bought from a retailer they’d

Think about your target audience. Statistics

show that consumers only visit shops to do

not used before. So, if you’re hoping to find

show that Black Friday deals are most popular

research into their purchase, before finding

some new customers this Black Friday, you

with an 18 to 35-year-old age group, and that

the cheapest deal online.

might be out of luck. However, it might be worth

consumers over the age of 55 have no interest

sending out an exclusive discount to past

in Black Friday at all, avoiding the event entirely!

All this being said – Last year, 67% of Black

customers using Email Marketing. These are the

Further to this, Men spent around £50 more

Friday discounts offered were launched

customers that have shown support for your

than Women in both 2017 and 2018, and over

between the Monday and Thursday leading up

business in the past, so let them know they’re

three quarters of under 25s were only planning

to Black Friday. So, if you are thinking of running

appreciated.

to buy something for themselves. Bah humbug!

a Black Friday campaign, make sure you stay

The Millennial market might make you millions,

ahead of your competition.

Think carefully about your target audience

but Mums, mince pies and mittens? Maybe not

Competing with the big players is always tricky.

so much!

Amazon held 26% of the Black Friday market
share last year, and the majority of Black

Understand the local marketplace

Friday website traffic in the UK was directed to

Consumers living in Wales and East England
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GOOGLE ANALYTICS
Google Analytics gives you the free tools you need to analyse
data for your business in one place, so you can make smarter
decisions. It allows you to understand your site and track
performance of your marketing, content, products, and more.
FIND OUT MORE
CONTACT US

Hopefully you have Google Analytics on your site
and can see exactly how much business each of
your marketing activities are generating? If you
don’t have much time to check then in this article
I will show you my 5 favourite reports.
If you are unsure if you have Google Analytics on
your site then you could
use www.gachecker.com to see if it is installed
and on every page. If it is then contact your Web
developer to get access. If it isn’t, Google
Analytics is free and doesn’t take long to install.

My 5 go to reports are as follows:
1. Real-Time : Overview
Shows who is on the site now and where they
are. I look at this when I have just sent an email
campaign. It is useful and also entertaining (if
you are into digital marketing)

can try to change the text or images and

2. Audience : Mobile : Overview

inspire people to stay on that page.

A great place to see how many of your visitors

How can we help?
Google Analytics should form a very

are on a mobile, tablet or desktop and more

5. Conversions : Multi-Channel Funnels :

important part of your marketing strategy.

importantly, how they use the site in comparison

Assisted Conversions

We can help you with this in one of the

to those on a desktop.

People seldom go to a Website and make a

following ways:

3. Acquisition : All Traffic : Channels

purchase or enquiry straight away. They may

It isn’t long after sitting down with a client to look

take several visits that could have come from Attend one of our Google Analytics Open

at their stats that I end up on this report. It tells

emails, Facebook or Google Ads.

me very quickly what marketing they are doing

courses
Have a One to One training session on

and most importantly what is working!

This report shows those unsung heroes in

Google Analytics or sign up to one of

4. Behaviour : Site Content : All Pages

your marketing that assisted by sending

our Total Digital Marketing Packages.

From here you can see how many times your

traffic but another source of traffic claimed

pages have been seen, how many times they

credit as the final conversion point.

were entrance pages and also which pages are

Once you have found a report you like, don’t

your highest exit pages. If you can spot the

forget you can set up monthly reports to be

pages where people are most likely to leave, you

emailed to you.
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On most courses I run about digital marketing,
I ask how many people access their Website
statistics. I would say that in a room of 100
businesses, only around 20 monitor their
Google Analytics Website Statistics. Of that 20,
only a few will monitor their Google Analytics
on a regular basis.

The reason usually given is time. In this article
we show you how easy and quick it is to set up
reports to be sent to you by email each month.
Get to grips with what does and does
not work for your business
If you have read any of our previous blogs
about Google Analytics, you should be aware
of how important knowing what is working
and what is not. If you are not convinced, it
might be worth a quick read of the articles
below:
The ONE place in Google Analytics you should
look at
Why I ‘love’ Google Analytics and you should
too!
Sometimes clients tell me that they are just
too busy running their business and simply
forget to check their stats.
Set up regular notifications
It is quite easy to set up regular emails to
yourself with your chosen statistics.

Here is a step by step guide:

Any more frequent than that I and I find that

1. Log in to Google Analytics and navigate to

clients don’t read them.

your preferred report. I have chosen the

That’s it! Of course you may choose to have

Acquisition, All Channels report which is one more than one report sent to you.
of my personal favourite places to look. I
have set the time period for 30 days and set

At least now you will have a gentle prompt

it to compare to the previous period

in your inbox to remind you that you should
be looking at Google Analytics.

2. Select ‘Share’ from the top right of the
page, and you will be presented with a

We offer Google Analytics Training

dialogue box.

Courses and Google Analytics is a
fundamental tool we use in our Digital

Enter the email address that you want the

Marketing packages.

reports to be sent to.
Choose PDF (I find that the easiest to digest
quickly)
Set the frequency to be monthly on the 1st.

FIND OUT MORE
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Before we start work on any Website, Google
Analytics is the first place we look to ascertain how
a Website is working, what digital marketing
activities are being undertaken and what is

media app, often it is recorded as a direct visit

…and there is more…

working.

4. Social – Visits from links on Social media

providing you have Google Analytics Goals set

sites such as Facebook and Twitter

up, it will tell you what the conversion rate is

5. Email – Providing you have linked your

for each visitor. For example, what percentage

Mailchimp or Constant Contact emails with

of visitors from that channel bought

Google analytics, link clicks from these emails

something, made an enquiry or looked at over

will show here

5 pages on the site.

6. Paid search – These are link clicks from
paid advertising such as Google Adwords

I will be honest and tell you that 95% of the

I run a lot of Google Analytics courses and 121

7. Display – Again these are paid adverts on

Google Analytics results I see do not have

sessions with businesses looking at their Website

partners to Google Websites

Google Analytics Goals set up. This is one of

stats. Most people are amazed with what can be

the first things I do when I work with a

learnt in just a few minutes. Very often, when I

So, what does this tell you?

company under one of our Digital Marketing

meet a client for the first time, I don’t have long to

On a basic level, it tells you where your

Support packages. I need to know where they

look at there Google Analytics and so I go straight

Website traffic is coming from. This helps you

are getting the results from so we can do more

to just one of the hundreds of available reports…

to understand what is working on a basic level

or less of the various activities.

in terms of what is bringing in traffic to your
OK – here it is! The Channels report. You find this

Website. Each of the above sources of traffic

Most businesses forget about Google

by navigating on the left hand side to Acquisition,

that are listed can be clicked on in order to

Analytics but there is a solution

All Traffic, Channels. This report gives you an

break down the stats. For instance, if you click

If you find a report that you like, such as the

instant snapshot of which marketing channels are

on the Social link, it will tell you which social

Channels report. Go to the top of the page and

bringing you customers. Furthermore, it tells you

network is bringing you traffic.

click on Email. There you can set to have a

which channels are bringing you successful

Even on a basic level, this should help you see

report emailed to you as a PDF every month. If

customers. On your report, you may see different

what is working and what is not.

nothing else, it will remind you that Google

entries, depending on what marketing activities

Analytics exists!

you are undertaking but here is an explanation of

Take it a step further

We deliver training courses on Google

the main entries.

If you look at the stats going across the page,

Analytics and can offer 121

you will see that each line shows you things

consultancy sessions. Many businesses are

1. Organic search – These are people that have

like the bounce rate (those that only look at

opting for our Total Digital Marketing

found you using a search engine

one page), average session duration (the time

packages which combine the perfect mix of

2. Referral – These are people who have found

they spent one your site), pages/session (How

Consultancy and time for us to work with you

you from another Website (NB there will be some

many pages on average were looked at. This

to carry out recommendations.

fake spam entries in there

helps you see whether the visitors you have

3. Direct – In the main these will be people who

were ones that stayed and looked around or

type in or autocomplete your Web address in your

simply left quickly. Basically it helps you know

browser. NB – Some social media traffic is actually

much more that the number of visitors/

hidden in here as when people visit from a social

sessions but whether it was good traffic.

FIND OUT MORE
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GOOGLE ADVERTISING
Google is where people search for what to do, where to go,
and what to buy. Your ad can appear on Google at the very
moment someone is looking for products or services like
yours. Whether they’re on desktop or mobile, a well-timed ad
can turn people into valuable customers.
FIND OUT MORE
CONTACT US

Keyword Research in relation to Google Ads
Keyword research is a critical tool when creating a
Google Ads campaign and something we use when
implementing this strategy for any of our Total
Digital Marketing clients. It not only gives you ideas
for keywords that may be relevant to your
organisation or a specific product, it actually allows
you budget your campaign effectively, understand
how much you need to be spending, the kind of
impressions you can expect from specific
keywords and saves time.
click for your campaign and get more clicks

Competition

for your money.

The competition column doesn’t relate to
organic results, it lets you know the saturation

Saving time

status of a particular keyword depending on

Undergoing thorough keyword research

how often this is featured across Google Ads.

Accessing the Keyword Planner

before a campaign is going to save you a lot

The options are either ‘High, Medium or Low’.

In order to use the keyword planner, you must

of time tweaking and amending your Ad sets

It isn’t always the case, but as a general rule

have a Google Ads account already set up. Once

in the long run. Although you made need to

keyword with high competition requires the

you have logged in you can start your keyword

review and modify a few chosen phrases, it

advertiser to bid higher in order to gain the

research by navigating to Tools and Settings >

helps to give you a huge insight into what’s

position. Therefore the keyword CPC is often

Planning > Keyword Planner.

likely work with regards to relevance, budget

higher as well.

and location.
Return on investment

Keyword quality score

When selecting keywords for a campaign you

Negative Keywords

Something else to consider is the quality

should be considering the individual return on

Negative keywords allow you to exclude

score of a keyword phrase. Google will

investment. Are the keywords relevant? Will the

search phrases from your campaign that are

penalise you for featuring a keyword that it

user find what they were searching for when they

less relevant and therefore likely to waste

deems poor quality or irrelevant to the

arrive at the website? Is the keyword relevant

budget. For example, if a term is similar to

product or service being offered. A way to

enough to the ad itself to encourage clicks?

one of your chosen keywords but is likely to

combat this is by ensuring that your keywords

attract users looking for a completely

are relevant to the content featured on your

Top of Page Bid

different product, then those people probably landing page, including these phrases within

The keyword planner features two columns, “Top

aren’t going to convert on your site.

of page bid (low range)” and “Top of range

the content and even featuring them directly
in the Ad itself.

bid” (high range). These categories let you know

Negative keywords really help to focus a

around how much you’re going to be paying per

campaign and ensure that you’re not paying

click for each specific keyword. It’s important to

for the wrong traffic. You can select these by

bear this in mind when creating a Google Ads

analysing your search queries within Google

campaign in order to reduce the overall cost per

Analytics.
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If all you do when you’re going onto Google
Adwords is to have a quick look at the number of
clicks/traffic to your site then you really aren’t
getting the best out of this very powerful system.
This may seem the quickest way to find out
whether the cost of Adwords is bringing you in
traffic, but does it tell you how useful this traffic is,
where to improve and where to perhaps add or
reduce your budget?

On Google Ads, as well as looking at the clicks, also
look at the click rate/interaction rate to see
whether this is working, if you are getting 100,000

bigger and better by adding more

Then you can see how many calls came

than just looking at 50 clicks.

information and links to it.

directly from the campaign/ad group, the

One of these is the call extension. Here you

amount of phone number impressions it had

Cost Per Click

can add in your phone number so that

(how many people saw your number) and

people can call you directly from the advert.

then the amount of rate that people actually

impressions but only 50 clicks then this says more

Another place to look is the Average cost per click
– this relates to how much you spend when users
click on your advert to reach your site.
If you are paying a lot of money per click, for
example over £1 per click, this also lets you know if
this campaign is more or less successful than
others as the amount you pay per click should be

clicked to call you when they saw your
This can be especially useful if people usually number.
call to enquire more or would like to get in

There are a number of places to look at in

touch right away, for example with

Google Ads to get a better idea of how you

accommodation websites.

are spending your money, how effective it is
and whether people are getting in contact/

less than the conversion value.

Once this is set up you can then start seeing

buying your products or services because of

calls that come through direct from the

these campaigns.

So for instance, if you’re selling £50 boots and the

advert. When looking at your campaign’s or

cost per click is 15p and people buy your boots
every time they go to your site, then you know
you’re getting value out of your ads.
Ad Extensions
Google Ads also has a great feature for ad
extensions. Basically you can make your advert

ad groups in your campaigns you can click

This is much more effective than just looking

the ‘Columns’ button then ‘Modify columns’.

at clicks for every ad campaign, and we’ve
only mentioned a couple of places to look!

Then in the call details group if you tick
Phone calls, Phone impr. (impressions) and
PTR (phone through rate) and then click
apply.
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Google Ads (Formerly Adwords) is an incredibly
powerful platform that makes it very easy to get
lost in all that you can do, and if done wrong can
have you spending a lot of money on an audience
that isn’t likely to convert or buy from your
website.

Thankfully, there’s a great time and money saving
tool within Google Ads that you may not have
discovered – negative keywords.
Save Time & Money
You may be spending money on searches that are
completely irrelevant to your business or ones that
you can assume won’t get you any sales.
If your business is, for example, a business that
sells carpets online, and you’ve put in, as a
keyword, carpets UK. This is a relevant keyword to
you and your business, and people searching
this would be trying to get to a business selling

keywords then including searches

Search Keywords.

with cleaning in. Thinking about ones that

A good place to look to try and find potential

carpets.

may be relevant to your business and adding negative keywords is in the search terms
them in as negative keywords is a great

people have used to see an click on your

However, this could also match to someone

money and time-saver for your business – it

adverts before, to find some keywords or

means less irrelevant traffic through to your

phrases that people have found you with,

site that’s then costing you money.

that aren’t as relevant to you.

searching for carpets cleaning UK which isn’t
what your business is aimed at.
Someone may click on the ad as they open up a
few of the results, and then you’ve paid for
someone to click through to your site, that isn’t

It also means less irrelevant enquiries from
searches that don’t have much to do with

This can really save you a lot of time and

your business (taking up your time and effort money and is something that can be set up
on something that won’t lead to a

very easily, and potentially improve traffic

to the bounce rate of your site.

conversion).

from your ads campaigns without needing

How it works

These can be set up in much the same

likely to be a potential lead, and will likely just add

Negative keywords are an easy way to combat this,
by adding cleaning as a negative keyword this
then stops any broad or phrase matches in your

any further tweaks.
way as normal keywords are, if you go
to the keywords page on Google Ads,
then click ‘Negative Keywords’ next to
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WEBSITE DESIGN
Website design is more than just the way colors, fonts and
elements are arranged on a page; it impacts how visitors
perceive your brand and your business. A powerful online
presence builds trust with your audience and gives you the
opportunity to distinguish your site from everyone else’s.
FIND OUT MORE
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First impressions are hugely important. When a
visitor accesses your website for the first time, they
will make a split-second judgment about whether to
continue or look elsewhere.
Your company’s credibility is based on that first
impression, so it’s hugely important to get it right. It’s
essential to follow website design best practices that
directly impact conversions.

It needs to look beautiful, AND to function well. Here
we look at some of the things you should consider
when launching a new website.
Use consistent branding throughout the site
94% of first impressions are based exclusively on
design. Before your visitor reads a single word of
copy, he or she already has an impression of your
company. 75% of users admit to judging a company
based on the design of their website.
Don’t overlook the landing page
Often referred to as the HOME page, playing a
massive role in the promotion of your business, and
even customer retention and acquisition, so they
need to be spot on. Often the first page your online
visitors will see, it’s the first interaction they’ll have
with your business and brand, and sadly all too often,
here many opportunities can be missed. You should
strive to turn visitors into customers from the get-go,
so here we will share some top tips on how to drive
conversions through to potential sales.
Be creative with your headlines
On average, five times as many people read the
headlines as the body copy, so it’s key to get this
right. Look for optimisation opportunities in your

headlines, by testing the tone to see what drives

want to boost conversions, this will reduce page

more conversions. Make your headlines clear

load times to improve speed.

and consistent, by offering a value proposition.
Add breadcrumbs
Use great images

Make the site easy to navigate back to the

Statistics prove that people who hear

previous page by leaving a trail, if visitors want to

information are only likely to recall 10% of it

click back to a previous page, they can do so.

three days later, however pairing this

Once the site is launched, test, test and test

information with a great image, will bump

again. Learn how your visitors react, move

retention to 65%. Consider experimenting with

around and where they exit the site and refine

different hero images. Use animated options,

where necessary. It is important to keep

such as a slider, which will give you the

measuring, improving and evaluating how your

opportunity to showcase several images or a

website is performing as well as your overall

video.

Digital Marketing Strategy and always be on the
lookout for ways to do things better or even to

Body Copy

stop activities that are not working.

Use a combination of relevant data and but also

We work with our clients every month to agree

keywords which will help with your SEO.

and deliver measurable efficient digital

Consider breaking body copy up with clear bold

marketing strategies, whether that be the

section titles to make it as easy as possible to

creation of a new website or tweaks to your

skim read. Always be concise but clear.

existing digital marketing.

CTA’s (Calls to action)

We do this in 3 keys ways:

Experiment with different designs to make the

Plan – We consult with you and plan activities

CTA button pop; contrasting colours work well.

based on meeting your business goals.

Also, consider positioning well on the page. You

Implement – Between us, we implement our

need to clearly see the call to action almost

digital marketing plan, measuring all of the time.

immediately. Scientific studies have shown

Refine – We refine the approach, learn from our

Internet users naturally scan web pages in an

successes and focus on what works.

F-Pattern. A good designer will implement this

Contact us to find out how we can help to

design theory while planning out the visual

enhance your website for better conversions or

structure of a website.

for information on our Total Digital Marketing
Packages.

Compress your images as much as possible
The ideal website load time is just 3 seconds.
However, based on industry averages, most
websites load much slower than this. Attention
spans don’t allow for long load times, so if you
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With mobile now accounting for over 30% of all
worldwide web activity as of September 2014, and
closer to 40% just in the UK, it is more important
than ever to make sure your website is performing
correctly on mobile and tablet devices.
Even if you are able to test your website on your
own mobile or tablet, with so many different
devices being available it can be difficult to
determine what exactly your customers may be
seeing when they visit your website for the first
time. Mobile users will be especially difficult to
engage on first visit, as you have a few seconds to
present them with content that will encourage
them to browse further and make use of your
products and services.
open the developer tools while on your

emulates screen size rather than the devices

website to quickly get a preview of various

themselves however – Google Mobile

popular device sizes and orientations.

Emulation allows for more accurate device
emulation.

Google PageSpeed Insights
https://developers.google.com/speed/

Using these tools can give you an idea of

Seeing how your site works on a mobile device can

pagespeed/insights/

how your site performs on various devices,

be a good first step to determining if you are likely

PageSpeed Insights can check for any

and are a good way to check for errors or

to be losing potential engagement from

outstanding issues that there may be when

interface elements that could be causing

inadequate mobile optimisation. Google is also

it comes to first loading your page on a

issues for some users. It is important to get

known to rank non-mobile websites lower for

mobile device. This tool will give tips on

an idea what interface elements might be

mobile based searches, so this is another factor to

what is slowing site loading speeds and

hindering conversion for your customers so

consider.

indicate where the problem areas are. It will

that these can be addressed by

There are fortunately several ways in which you

also help for regular desktop performance

restructuring layouts and designs.

can check how your site performs on portable

as the tool splits results for desktop and

devices, and we will outline a few of them in this

mobile.

article.
Google Mobile Emulation
https://developer.chrome.com/devtools/docs/
device-mode
This tool can be an excellent way to get an
overview of how your site views on different
mobile devices. The interface is part of the
developer tools included within Chrome – you can

At InSynch we specialise in creating
responsive, mobile friendly templates for all

Screenfly

new websites, and we can offer responsive

http://quirktools.com/screenfly/

conversion work on existing websites to

If you are unable to use Google Mobile

bring them up to date with modern, mobile

Emulation, this is a great and fast alternative friendly standards.
that gives a general overview of how a
website looks at various screen resolutions,
based on several popular portable devices.
It is important to note that this tool only
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
Search engine optimization is the process of increasing the
quality and quantity of website traffic by increasing the
visibility of a website or a web page to users of a web search
engine. SEO refers to the improvement of unpaid results and
excludes direct traffic and the purchase of paid placement.
FIND OUT MORE
CONTACT US

Having great website content that engages with your
audience and helps to increase conversions is hugely
important, but what about what Google wants?
It isn’t easy to find the balance between well written
text and adding relevant keywords into the site
content in order to improve your search engine
optimisation. So where’s the SEO sweet spot? From
our years of experience in offering Search engine

content from someone else’s! Add original

optimisation services to 100’s of clients, here’s a few

content with value to your potential

do’s and don’ts that we’ve learned along the way…

customers. For example, if your business has

•

Meta Description

•

Alt Tags

•

Image file names

pages for each location can help to improve

•

Redirects

your localised ranking within those areas, but

•

URL’s

multiple bases or locations, having multiple

the content featured on each page needs to be •
different. It shouldn’t be an exact copy of the
•
Don’t add useless content/pages to your website

text used with just a few words swapped here

just because you think it might benefit SEO

and there.

Search engines are intuitive enough to look for
content that it feels will be useful to users depending

When considering your keyword research

on the individual search. Other factors will be taken

don’t just look at the number of monthly

into consideration such as the average bounce rate

searches, look at the number of page

for that landing page and the average amount of

results

time that users are spending on it. If you’re providing

Do some research before including specific

weak content that doesn’t offer any value in order to

words and phrases in both content and other

get organic traffic to your site, this wont work. It may

important SEO areas of the page. Look at how

have done in the past, but Google now recognises

many times that specific keyword is being

low quality content for exactly what it is.

featured across the web, and whether it may
be better to focus on increasing your ranking

Add relevant keywords to each page where they

for a similar phrase that your potential

fit, but don’t stuff

customers are more likely to find you for.

Unsurprisingly, Google is very clever! Although

This isn’t to say that you should disregard

including keywords within your text is both beneficial

certain keyword phrases just because they

and necessary for SEO, if you over do it, search

have a huge number of page results, but it’s

engines will pick up on this and penalise you for it.

worth taking into considering when

Google will search for featured keywords and related

undergoing your initial research.

items throughout your website, but the pages also
must add more than just keyword inclusion.

Don’t forget about other optimisation
areas of each page

Don’t duplicate content

•

Header Tags

Whether that’s across your own website or taking

•

Meta Title

Internal Links
Link Volume

You will be able to optimise your website
properly by addressing all the above areas on
each page in addition to just amending
or creating website content filled with relevant
keywords.
Lastly, create content that your users are
looking for
Think about the services your offering, know
the questions that people are asking and
exactly what your customer is looking for.
Then write content that answers questions,
engages users and most importantly is helpful
and easy.
As mentioned above, Google also takes into
consideration how users react to the content
on your site. So yes, it is important to make
sure you’re using those relevant
keywords where you can, but also focus on
helping and understanding your potential
customers.
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Link building is still an important part of Search
Engine Optimisation. This means that Directory
listing sites for various industries are common
place, with some charging a fee for a yearly
listings. Tourism is an area where every man and
his dog (or woman and her dog of course…) thinks
they can set up a tourism listing website and
charge people to be listed. Very often they don’t
make any difference to a business. It might only
cost £50 per year but do you get any benefit? Do

link checkers online. Most of them try to get

you have Google Analytics installed.

you get traffic from it and do you get the SEO

you to click somewhere where you don’t

Change the date range – top right to be over

benefit of having a link to your site.

want by having spammy links. The service

a long period of time – say a year.

provided at SmallSEOTools is no exception!

Navigate to Acquisition, All Traffic, Channels,
Referrals.

You can find the tool here. Enter your

You will then see a list of all users and

website and click Check Backlinks. I have run sessions that were sent from referring
a scan on the InSynch Website and you can

websites. If you can’t find the Directory you

see the results below. You will see that we

are looking for, either use the search

Here are two ways to see if your directory

have 220710 inbound links and 460 no

function or extend the number of results

listings are worth it.

follow links. Not a bad ratio really. You can

per page.

Are your Web Directories being naughty?

scroll down and see the first 100 links to

Still cant find your directory? Then it is most

When you link out of your website, to another site,

your website but there is a cheap trial to see likely it didnt send you any traffic…

you give away some of your site’s link power (in

the rest.

simple terms). Too many outbound links can also

Tip – Put your competitor’s web address in

So what do you do with this information?

be penalised by Google. So, what some Directories

this tool to find out who they have linking to

Stop paying for the listings that you are not

do is put a no follow link to your site. This means

them…. Then use this information to build

getting any thing from in terms of link power

that whilst people can click the link, the search

your own links. Eddy Webb – InSynch – CEO

or traffic to your site. Look for the good ones

engines are told to ignore it! This means that

and see if you can enhance your relationship

whilst you may get a little traffic, you won’t get any

Do you actually get any Web Visitors from with that directory by improving your listing.

SEO benefit from the link. You don’t get any of

the Directory?

their link power. Sneaky!

There are over 1.6 Billion Websites in the

Next steps

Its easy to do – you simple ad the following in the

world. That is just websites. Web

Link Analysis and Link Building is just one of

code straight after the web address you are linking

pages….Trillions.

the 1000’s of tactics we use on a daily

too.

There are hundreds of directories for many

business for companies on our

rel=”nofollow”

industries, all competing for traffic.

successful Total Digital Marketing Plans.

The link still works fine, just search engines ignore

SO – what are the chances that somebody

it. I have used it in both of my links below to

actually finds the page where you are listed

SmallSEOTools

with many other businesses and clicks your

Here is an easy way to check if links to your site

link?

are using the nofollow tactic. There are many back

The good news it that you can tell, providing
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I first got into the world of Search Engine
Optimisation in 1998. I had an idea to create a
Website that listed baby names and their
meanings as I felt that at that time (some 20 years
ago) people would start to look for baby names
online. I did pretty well in getting a good position
and earned a fair bit of money from selling
advertising on the site.

SEO
Search Engine Optimisation has changed a lot
since then of course but there are some things
that are fundamentally the same. At InSynch we
use a huge range of techniques to get people
higher up the search engines and it is a key part of
what we do, for literally hundreds of clients a year.
Some of the techniques we use are our trade
secrets but we are actually quite open about what
we do.
Training
Every year we run courses that explain search
engine optimisation and help people make a real
difference to where they rank in the search
engines. Sometimes these courses last half a day
and sometimes SEO is just a small part of a wider
subject.
So, the headline for this article promised to give
you some SEO tips that will take just 5 minutes to
implement. SEO is actually quite simple and
improving is could be summed up as “Talk more
about what you do”. Yes, it is that simple. Just talk
more about what you do and that can make a
difference.

decide which Websites they will list in the

Prominence is an important factor with

results. One of the most important

search engines. If you talk more about a

decisions Search Engine Algorithms try to

subject at the top, than the bottom, it

make is “how relevant is this website to the

logically may be the main subject of the

search terms being used”. How can you

page. Following the above tip will make your

expect to rank for a phrase if you don’t

content more prominent on the page.

actually include those words?

Obviously there is a lot more to search
engine optimisation than that and you

You may have a lovely photo that depicts

should undertake keyword research to find

what you do perfectly. Maybe your logo also out exactly what people are searching for,
says what you do. Search engines cannot

and check for many other factors. However,

read these. How many times do you list the

the above SEO tips will actually make a

phrases/words that people search for?

difference.

TIP – Try pressing CTRL + F when on your

We run a two hour course on SEO where we

website and then type in the words you

explain our whole process and give many

think people are searching for. Your words

more tips. You can find out more here – SEO

will be highlighted on the page.

training course Aberystwyth – SEO training
Course Shrewsbury

Ideally they should be on the page around 5
-7 times. Time and time again I look at

Alternatively, we can undertake search

people’s websites and they don’t list the

engine optimisation for you using

most important keywords/phrases at all, or

our Search Engine Boost service.

only once. Leaving search engines to
determine that the content is not relevant.

TIP – Basic SEO = Talk more about what you do

TIP – Remove one of your keywords from

Too simple? OK, think about how Search Engines

top.

the bottom of the page and add it at the
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1. Choose the page you want to update and
update it every day for a month. Make the changes
useful and of at least a paragraph or too.
2. When changing a page to try to make it ‘fresh’
for the search engines, change the lower part of
the page more than the top so that you don’t alter
the important first few paragraphs that hopefully
are optimised for the search engines.
3. A simple way to improve the ‘prominence’ of a
phrase on a Web page is to remove a couple of
mentions of it at the bottom of the page and then
include it a couple of more times at the top.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media marketing is the use of social media platforms to
to connect
connect
with
with
your
your
audience
audience
to build
to build
your
your
brand,
brand,
increase
increase
sales,
sales,
and
drive
andwebsite
drive website
traffic.traffic.
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The simple answer is that if you advertise on
Facebook then you probably are. Now don’t get me
wrong, Facebook advertising can be really effective if
executed correctly. In fact, every one of the last 50

feeling inside? If so, that’s lovely but what did it

the Facebook algorithm and you will get less

clients we have signed up on monthly digital

actually do for your business? Any enquiries,

return for your money as each day goes by. We

marketing plans has had some Facebook advertising

orders etc.?

recommend not boosting a post for longer than

managed by us, even if just £1 per day.

Virtually every post and promotion we do on

a couple of days.

The difficulty is that most businesses don’t really

Facebook is tagged so we can see the exact

know how to do it effectively and measure whether it

performance on Google Analytics. Right down to Missed Opportunities

has worked or not.

the individual post or advert. That way we know

Many small businesses don’t go further than

whether it worked or not and that will change

boosting posts. However, using the Ads Manager

what we do next time.

properly opens up a whole raft of ad formats
and targeting options. You can get to the ads

Common Facebook Advertising mistakes…

Poor Ad copy

manager by clicking on the link on the left hand

When you write an advert for Facebook, you

side of Facebook (lower down) or click the link to

need to put yourself in the mind of the person

create ads from the small drop-down triangle on

reading it. Chances are when they saw your

the top right. As well as enhanced demographic

advert, they were scrolling with their thumb or

targeting, you can target people by whether they

Incorrect Targeting

mouse wheel, looking for something to entertain have visited your Website before, if they are on

Ad copy is important (we will come on to that) but

them. A funny video, a post from a friend. Or

your email list, if they viewed a product that

even the most effective advert won’t work if the

maybe they were checking to see how many

didn’t buy it or if they watched over half of a

targeting is poor. Targeting is about finding the

people had liked their latest selfie.

video you posted.

precise audience that are interested in what you are
promoting. It is not about a large audience or the

Your advert needs to grab them instantly as they There are also enhanced tools for testing,

amount of reach you get.

scroll. Don’t assume that they can be bothered

increasing conversions and measuring

to read what you have to say. They need to be

performance. You can even see a gender and

If you sell dog toys and some of the target audience

grabbed with short punchy text, and an image

age breakdown of who was interested in a post

don’t have dogs you are wasting your money. If you

that appeals. Otherwise they will just scroll on by you boosted. We use Facebook Advertising to

are targeting family holidays but the audience don’t

varying degrees as part of our Total Digital

have children, then you are wasting your money.

Boosting for too long

Marketing Monthly packages. Usually as part of

Great Ad + Wrong audience = Poor response

Facebook will encourage you to boost a post for

a wider digital marketing campaign.

Great Ad + Right Audience = Great response

more days than 1 or 2, telling you that you will
get better results. However, Facebook posts

Failure to Measure results

start to lose energy very quickly as recency is

Success on Facebook is not about getting reach, likes

one of the factors that determine whether your

or shares. So, you put a post up, promote it and get 5

post is shown or not. So, when you boost a post

likes. Great – did that give you a warm and cosy

for a long duration, you are paying to go against
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Social media profiles can be very easy to set up
and then very easy to forget. We’ve talked to many
businesses and asked them which social media
accounts they keep up to date and find effective.
And then we ask whether they have other
accounts set up and generally, we hear back yes –
but they do nothing with them!

While this can be easily ignored as at least you
have a social media profile, sometimes this can do
you more harm than good. Yes, it’s good to try and
cover the bases and if people find you on a longforgotten Twitter account and end up converting –
that’s brilliant. But this rarely happens, and it’s
because of information that can easily fall between
the cracks.
Have you ever moved location or changed you
number?
What we tend to find is that people use the same
website address if they had a website address on
the account’s creation, but generally the physical
address has been changed since the accounts
creation. The phone number is also another piece
of information that may have changed since longforgotten social media accounts were made.
How long has it been since an update was put
on that platform?
If these haven’t been updated, of course, that
could be very confusing to a potential customer
trying to get a hold of you, especially if there are
not links to your current website. Combining this
lack of correct information and the out of date
updates on that social media platform a customer

can very easily assume that your business is
no longer trading, and move onto another
company.
Test and refine – find if that social media
platform is right
We would always recommend, test out a
presence on social media profiles (time
permitting) to see if this brings in relevant
customers and if you see benefits from it,
supporting brand awareness or word of
mouth traffic to your business even.
If not, consider if you still need to use that
platform – if you don’t, it might be best to
delete or hide this rather then leaving it out of
date. It may sound counter-productive, but
focusing your efforts on a few social media
platforms that bring you in relevant customers
is actually better than trying to cover all the
bases with every social media platform
available.
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Yes, I did actually say that, as a digital marketing
professional. In fact, sometimes I tell clients to tweet/
post less and actually go out and speak to some real
people or hand leaflets out in the street as it would
be more effective….
What I actually mean is that you should perhaps
reduce how much time and effort you spend
on social media and instead see it as just part of an

Disappointed?

overall digital strategy.

Chances are that if you have followed the above
steps, you are seeing a disappointing level of
traffic from your social media efforts. I know
businesses that tweet every day and get almost
no traffic from Twitter. Businesses who post
on Facebook daily and get very little traffic and

The problem is that the approach many businesses

certainly no business.

take to digital marketing is to set up lots of social
media platforms, post like crazy and then hope it all

What can I do about it?

works out…

Its quite simple, now that you know whether your

Then, they measure success by how many likes they

social media is working or not you need to look at

had, how much reach they had. Perhaps you have

each social media platform and do one of the

put posts on Facebook and then seen you had a

following:

good number of likes. Did it give you a nice warm

1. Stop or reduce your use of that social media

fuzzy feeling inside? Did you feel better for people

platform and spent time on the one that is

liking your post?

working
2. Change how you use that social network to

Dis it bring you any business or any visits

make it worthwhile

to your website?

Finally, ask yourself the following question…. If I

If you have Google Analytics on your Website (and if

linked to my Website more on my social media

you don’t then you need to get it), log into it now and

posts, would more people visit my Website?

have a look. Go to Acquisition, All Traffic, Channels

Normally the answer is YES!

and amend your date range to show the last few

At InSynch we use social media for many of our

months. Cast your eye on the Social section and see

clients but we do it in a measured way, being

how it compares to other sources of traffic.

able to analyse specifically which post or tweet
has led to new business being generated. Find

Now, click on Social and see exactly which social

out more about our digital marketing packages.

network has sent you traffic. In addition, if you have
set Google Analytics up correctly, you will be able to
see how many enquiry forms you have had filled in
and even how many sales you have had.
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Nowadays, everyone manages to find new ways to
get in touch with a company – and it’s hard to keep
up with them all! You don’t want to annoy anyone
by not getting back to them, but there’s so much
constant need for attention – how does anyone
find the time to be present for every call, email,
enquiry, chat, message etc.?

What messenger works so well
Facebook messenger is a great system for people
to get in touch with you immediately – they may
find your Facebook page from a post, or from
seeing something shared or sent to them on
Facebook and this allows them to quickly get in
touch with you without having to leave Facebook

Automated Responses. Then under ‘Greet
Customers’ you can click on ‘Instant Reply’ to
turn this on. To change this, simply press
Edit Message and change this to something
more specific for your business/more
personable and then save this.

or fill in an enquiry form.

That’s it! Maybe 5 minutes of work and you

It’s also useful to you, as you don’t need to set up a

in the future, allowing you to get on with

form and set where the email gets sent through to
and worry over whether you ask the person to put
in their name or not, as all information is provided
from their Facebook profile.
Autoresponders
It’s also great because you can set up autoresponders or ‘Instant Replies’ to appease people
when you can’t get to them straight away. These
are easy and quick to set up and can save you a lot
of time worrying about getting back to messenger
immediately. It may also save you a few customers
who would otherwise have been turned off that
you didn’t respond quickly to their question or
concern – so it may even make you money!
You can set this up by going to your Facebook
page, then click Inbox at the top and go to

may save yourself lots of hassle and worry
everything else in your job. It also helps the
customer feel valued, and that their enquiry
isn’t just being ignored. Just make sure to
get back to their message as soon as you
can, to answer their original enquiry.
This could save you from losing potential
customers through Facebook, and gives you
peace of mind that you don’t have to be
present 24/7 on facebook.
If you want help with social media or our
other digital marketing services, please feel
free to contact us.
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When posting on your Instagram business page, it
can be very frustrating if you don’t have the
relevant content on your smartphone or need to
post from a PC.
Instagram doesn’t facilitate the feature to post
from a computer because the app was specifically
designed for mobile engagement.
We’ve now discovered a way you can post pictures
directly onto Instagram account without the need
for third party apps, and it’s incredibly quick and
easy! We find that this is a very useful tool for
many clients on our Total Digital Marketing
Packages.

Below are a few simple steps to walk you through
the process.
Step 1. Login to Instagram on Google Chrome
browser
Step 2. Navigate to your profile
Step 3. Once your on your profile, right click
anywhere on the page and navigate to inspect
Step 4. Click the toggle device toolbar, this will
show your Instagram profile in mobile view
Step 5. Press Ctrl F5 on the keyboard to hard
refresh the page, this then tricks Instagram into
allowing mobile functionality
Step 6. Press the + icon and choose the file you
wish to post. From here you can continue to write
description and publish the post

Instagram is an important component in
forming a complete and successful social media
marketing strategy.
Contact us to find out how we can help to
enhance your social media presence or for
information on our Total Digital Marketing
Packages.
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Did you know it is possible to schedule Tweets on
Twitter without using a third party service like
Tweetdeck or Hootsuite?
Twitter doesn’t make this obvious or advertise that
you can but the feature is there. I have used
Hootsuite in the past but to be honest, unless your
job involves a huge amount of social media work,
it is just overkill and sometimes annoying with the
number of constant notifications.

process until you see the blue Tweet
button on the top right

•
Why schedule posts?
Twitter works best when it is live, fresh and

at the bottom that says “Promoted-only”

•

Click the drop down on the right and
choose schedule

reactive to the day’s events. However, there are
times when you have some content to get out

Create your tweet and untick the button

•

Choose the date and time you want to

there and you intend tweeting it straight away,

tweet to go out

later in the evening and also over the next few

That’s it, you are done!

days. This is where scheduling can work well for
you as part of a Digital Marketing Strategy.

If you are using Twitter for business, the

There is more engagement with brands at the

chances are you have many other things to

weekends and in the evenings so unless the timing

be doing with your day rather than simply

is right, you may be wise to schedule in advance.

tweeting throughout the day and evening.
Social media should be just one part of a

How to schedule posts from within Twitter

much wider Digital Marketing Strategy.

itself…
OK, so this feature is actually hidden within the

We can help you get organised, save time

advertising section of Twitter. If you don’t have an

and most importantly get the results that

advertising account already, you will have to set

your business needs. Tap into our knowledge

one up but there is no obligation to run a

and experience with a free initial

campaign. Once you have done it you will have

consultation.

access to schedule tweets

•

Go to https://ads.twitter.com

•

Click Go to Twitter Ads

•

Create a draft campaign and go through the
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LinkedIn has become one of my main go to places
for my social media fix in the last 12 months. The
network has finally begun to mature from a network
where you made connections, and were not sure
why, or what to do next, to a more serious business
network.

If you want, you can connect with me on LinkedIn
here https://www.linkedin.com/in/eddywebb1/
For those who are not familiar with LinkedIn, think of
it like Facebook for business or professionals. I don’t
have many clients who I am friends with on Facebook

for ourselves and also for some of our clients. As

people or looking through the

with most social networks, if you work them

recommendations on the ‘My Network’

correctly, in the right way, they will generate

section

business.

LinkedIn you have connections. It is for connecting

•

For obvious reasons, I won’t go into exactly
how we are doing it, but here are some
basics.

•

Use a professional photo – I don’t mean you
have to pay for one but the one you use

people in work with similar people in the same

needs to create an impression. The right

industry and used for making Business to Business

impression!

connections.

•

Create an engaging Headline – Too often

Why I prefer LinkedIn to Facebook?

people leave these blank or with barely any

Well, whilst Facebook is trying to clean up the weak

text. This is your chance to sell yourself when

content that many companies post on the network,

somebody looks at your profile. Get to the

there is only so much I can take of seeing other

point and blow your own trumpet!

peoples’ holiday snaps, snow covered driveways or

•

Create a summary that sells – The summary

animal misadventure videos. LinkedIn has a more

section gives you a lot more space to talk

sensible and mature tone, with a much higher

about what you have done. Use a friend to

majority of the content being business focused, useful

help you if you need to.

and interesting. I see content from businesses I am
interested in, updates on subjects that matter to me in
my work. Better still, if you know how to use LinkedIn,
you can use it to generate clients and new business!

•
•

to gain clients from the network. We are doing this

•

Take your time – don’t try to add 100’s of
people at a time

•

Start by connecting to those that you know
and build from there

•

Use the Connect button to search for your
contacts on LinkedIn

•

You don’t have to pay for LinkedIn in the first
instance. You can do a lot of proactive work
in connecting and building relationships
without that.
LinkedIn takes a strategic approach and
some work to build relationships and
ultimately get new customers, but if you put
the effort in, it can bring great rewards!

We work with clients on LinkedIn marketing under

Do they say how amazing you are?

our Total Digital Marketing monthly packages.

Seek Recommendations – We live in a review
anything unless a friend has recommended
something or we have read online reviews.

•

invite someone to connect

Update your work and education sections –

driven world where we don’t like to do

Winning clients on LinkedIn
The most exciting thing about LinkedIn is the ability

Personalised invitations work better so take
the time to include a message when you

but I have well over 1,000 who I connect with on
LinkedIn. On Facebook you have friends and on

•

Start building a network by searching for

FIND OUT MORE
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Think about it… Why are people on Facebook?
People go on Facebook to be entertained by
watching videos of cats jumping away from
cucumbers (If you haven’t seen it, I have put a link at
the bottom of this article).
People go on Facebook to put selfies and other
photos on there and see how many likes they get,
and worry why it was less than last time.
People go on Facebook to say things like “Oh, what
a bad day this has been”, in order to get the
inevitable response “what’s wrong hun?”.

“Get 3 nights’ accommodation for the price of 2”

have an offer or something they may want, and

“Save 5% on all carpet cleaning this weekend”

make sure you promote that message with a little

“Order before the end of May and save 15%”

Facebook advertising.

So, I am browsing Facebook, happily reading

Think of it like getting a large number of potential

inane comments, pictures of what people are

customers into a hall, making them laugh,

having for dinner and watching the first 10

inspiring them and then as they leave, suggesting

seconds of some mildly amusing videos… I see a

something you can provide for them to buy.

post telling me I should book a summer holiday
in a holiday cottage up the road in a place I don’t

Facebook Strategy for Businesses

really know, just because I can save 10% if I book

Facebook really can work for businesses but it

now.

has to be based on a strategy that is tied in to

It comes out the blue, and cuts across my need

a Total Digital Marketing plan that is measurable

for whiling away a few minutes on my phone

and gives a good return on investment. We run

whilst I wait for the kettle to boil. No thanks...!

paid and unpaid Facebook campaigns for dozens
of companies every month. From £1 a day

People go on Facebook to peer into the lives of their
friends, anonymously…
I know I am being a little harsh on Facebook users
and perhaps belittling the benefit that people can get
from it. I am just trying to make a point. However, the
fact still remains, and businesses need to realise it….
People don’t go on Facebook to buy your
products and services
So, what should businesses be doing on Facebook?
Resist the temptation to sell, sell, sell.
Businesses should resist the temptation to push their
products and services and should instead try to be
part of their Facebook Likers’ entertainment arena. I
see many businesses whose Facebook posts are
driven by a clear and sometimes urgent need to get
sales. See these fairly typical posts I see:

A much better approach would be to tell me

remarketing campaigns to £2000 a month

some interesting information about the area,

campaigns generating 5 figure sums in terms of

show me an amazing sunset or stunning view.

sales.

Give me a guide on activities that I could do if I

Every business is different, every business has

stayed their. Sell me the dream, not the

different objectives and budgets, which is why the

discount.

businesses we work with have customised Total

Think of your interaction with customers as if

Digital Marketing strategies developed for them

they had just casually browsed into a physical

that we implement together.

shop that you own. Facebook is the chat you have
with the customer as they walk in. Facebook is

We are happy to meet and discuss how we could

not the pushy salesman or even the till in your

work together, just contact us.

shop. That is where your website comes in.

See our upcoming courses on Facebook
Strategy, Google Analytics and Digital Marketing

Before you slip in a sales message, build an
audience

Oh yes – That cats being frightened of cucumbers

I am not saying that you shouldn’t promote your

video I promised you – Click here!

products or services at all on Facebook, just that
you should build an audience first.
Entertain, amuse, educate, inform, and then
when everyone is listening, mention that you

FIND OUT MORE
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EMAIL MARKETING
Email marketing is the act of sending a commercial message,
typically to a group of people, using email. In its broadest sense,
every email sent to a potential or current customer could be
considered email marketing. It involves using email to send
advertisements, request business, or solicit sales or donations.
FIND OUT MORE
CONTACT US

A lot of people find that content, and in particular,
email marketing takes up a large amount of their
time, or that they simply don’t have the time to
squeeze it into a schedule.
Although this is a common problem, it can result in
email marketing lists steadily going ‘cold’ and
customers on that list no longer remembering
who you are when you finally get the chance to
send an email 6 months after they signed up.

One of the best ways to combat this is to set up a
series of ‘drip feed emails’ to send out after
someone signs up. All you need to do is put aside
a little bit of time to set up these emails and then
once they start going out, you don’t need to micromanage these, they just work for you.
As long as the content of the emails is interesting
and engaging and linked thoroughly back to your
site, you’ll find that a lot of people open and read
these and click on the links without any further
work from you.
You can create content for these from newsletters
you’ve sent out previously, or just content you
have on your own website or promotional
material.
Make sure not to include ‘time sensitive’
content
If you want to get the most out of this to ease up

will then go out of date once the event has

Make sure the emails are varied in

passed.

their subject
Plan out how many emails you want to send

Instead, mention the types of events going on out and then come up with titles and subjects
nearby, then make sure there are lots of links

for each of these. This will help keep each

through to your ‘things to do’ page which in

email distinct, rather than just resending the

turn mentions upcoming events or links to

exact same information out to your

websites that have that information.

customers each time.

Make sure the emails have lots of links

This also has the added benefit of that you
can then see after a while which email is
doing better, therefore which subject matter
might be the most engaging of these emails.
Email marketing is a service we offer under
our Total Digital Marketing package.

time spent on email marketing, make sure not
include text that’s time or season specific.
For example, if you’re doing an email on the great
areas you have nearby your accommodation, don’t
mention events that are upcoming by a date that
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Everyone hates pop ups, but keep on reading!
The dislike comes from the frustration they cause
when users are immediately bombarded with a
request for personal details within the first 30
seconds of landing on your website.
The whole purpose of bringing in subscribers is
getting information from people who are likely to
use your services in future.

But why should users provide you with personal
information, when they haven’t been given the
opportunity to digest and understand what you
have to offer.
Exit intent pop-ups
Exit intent pop ups completely avoid this problem.
These are triggered when the user goes to leave a
site, by which time they have had the chance to
consider the product or service, and whether this
is something that potentially appealing.
If not, they were unlikely to ever use you, and if so
they are then more inclined to subscribe. The
design and implementation of these is a service
we offer on our Total Digital Marketing Packages.
Be clear about what you’re offering
People don’t provide their personal information
for no reason. It’s crucial to be really clear about
what advantages your subscribers will gain.
Whether it’s updated information on news and
offers, or access to your latest brochure, there
needs to be a clear incentive as to why they allow
you to contact them again.

Don’t ask for too much

Don’t lose an opportunity

A common mistake when implementing a

There are a large number of users that will

pop up is to ask for too much information.

visit your site, but never make the conscious

You don’t need to know someone’s name,

effort to return.

address, email address and phone number in
order for them to subscribe.

Don’t miss the opportunity to capture those

Users will more than likely leave when asked

who have engaged with your content and

for too much information as it’s time

bring them back later. Just because people

consuming and the majority of it, irrelevant.

aren’t ready to purchase from you right now,

Ask for the minimum that you need in order

doesn’t mean they won’t in the future.

to showcase your products and services to
them in the future.

Successful email marketing often has a great
conversion rate, so it’s always an advantage

Page specific pop-ups

to build a considerable list of subscribers to

We have found these work very well for some convert in the future.
of out Total Digital Marketing clients with a
number of different products or services to

Contact us for more information on pop ups

offer. You can use separate pop ups to

or our Total Digital Marketing Packages.

trigger on alternative pages in order to
ensure they are directly relevant to the
content that the user has been viewing
before they go to leave the site. This ensures
that you are offering your potential
subscriber a pertinent incentive, more likely
to generate interest.
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Are you missing out on an every day opportunity
to market your products and services to people,
every time you send an email?
An email signature is the section of automated
text that you add to the bottom of every email you
send. Normally people include their phone
number and address and sometimes they
remember to put their Website address.

Some even put their email address….. seriously,
why? Think about it…
However, there are so many other things you
could include in your signature…

•

What about connecting people to your
LinkedIn Account?

•

How about including a link to a download you
have available

•

Refer to a special offer you have going on

•

Link to the different sections of your Website,

Giving your email signature a face lift might
seem a minor thing but it is one little change,
once made that will be marketing you every
time you send an email!

rather than just linking people to your home
page.

This one of hundreds of little things you can
change to market your business. See more
about out Total Digital Marketing service.

Updating your signature is simple but is different
depending on your email client (Outlook, Google
etc) but if you are stuck, simply search for
signature in the help files.
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Despite what many GDPR consultants and training
courses are telling you in order to sell their
services, you don’t need to totally rethink
your Digital Marketing Strategy. Most of what they
say are myths and scaremongering.
We aren’t trying to sell consultancy or courses on
GDPR. In fact we are writing this post because
many of our clients and people we meet at events
and courses always want to know our opinion.
What do we think about GDPR and what plans do
we have in place for it?
the Privacy and Electronic Communications

with email marketing three should be a ‘soft

Regulations – so you should already be

opt-out’ option where there is a message on

adhering to these regulations and do not

each email saying you can unsubscribe at any

need to start your privacy and cookie policies time, and how to do so, either by clicking a
from scratch!
We visited an Information Commissioner Office

link and then unsubscribing from there or
getting in touch with the business.

provided course on GDPR through Business Wales

We’ve heard from many different businesses

to see exactly what we can carry out under GDPR

that they are worried that this means the end 2. You Can Still Give Offers/Incentives for

and found ourselves delighted to have our views

for some digital marketing strategies as we

Email Marketing

on the legislation confirmed. You will be surprised

know it – but this isn’t the case. These new

Incentive’s are a large reason why most

at how many of our marketing strategies are still

guidelines are in place to stop unwanted and

people sign up to mailing lists. Under GDPR,

allowed under the new regulations.

unsolicited emails being sent to people who

you don’t have to drop all use of incentives,

likely don’t want to buy products or services

as long as you explain what the customer will

from that business.

be receiving when they sign up for email

Before we get into details though, we must
say that you should not take this blog post as legal

marketing.

guidance – for full rules and regulations provided

In terms of email marketing – taking time to

by them you can refer to the Direct Marketing

make sure that your lists are up to date and

For example, making sure to say they they’ll

Guidance by the ICO and their other guides

correct and that you aren’t using an old,

receive an percentage off their first order and

for Direct Marketing and a guide to GDPR

outdated and irrelevant list is beneficial to

that they’ll also receive news and other offers

your business as well, as according to

from their newsletter when they sign up.

Having said that, here are our 5 Surprisingly GDPR-

Mailchimp, emails to a segmented list are

You should feel sure that a customer would

Safe Tactics

more likely to open and click on an email

know what they are signing up for and why

than emails to a general list would.

and that they don’t then receive anything that

1. You Do Not Need to throw out your Digital

they haven’t been informed about previously

Marketing Strategies and Start Again

In terms of marketing, you need to make

Many of the actions and strategies for online/

sure to offer an ‘opt-out’ for any piece of

digital marketing are already covered by

information you have on a user. For example

e.g. using a mailing list for a different,

unrelated company marketing list.
They should also be able to ‘positively’ opt into receiving
further marketing from you, so there shouldn’t be any preticked boxes, they need to tick/point out that they want
further marketing explicitly.
3. You don’t have to send out ‘Re-permission’
campaigns
If there is a list(s) of people/emails that you don’t think are
interested in your products or services, then you should be
considering sending an email out to ask them if they are
still interested. It is likely in your best interests to stop
using that list and to instead use a more relevant, up to
date list of existing customers or recent sign-ups to your
covered under previous guidelines, and to
only rely on ‘consent’ as a last resort.
With direct marketing consent is what you will
need to refer to as why you are storing and
using people’s emails/ details so it is
newsletter. People that have legitimate interest in your
products/services or who have bought from you in the
past and would therefore be likely to buy again, you do
not need to gain permission again as you should already
have obtained this in a law-abiding manner under
the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations.
4. You Can Still Continue Your Email Marketing
Strategy to Past Customers
As long customers have paid for a product or service from
you, this is considered ‘legitimate interest’ in regards to
being able to carry out further marketing for them.
If you have a list of existing/past customers you are using
for email marketing purposes, you can use this for direct/
email marketing as they have legitimate interest in your
products and/or services and therefore you be able to to
market your products/services to them under that basis.
5. Consent for Marketing is not being redefined
Instead, our guidance from the ICO was to make sure that
getting consent to have newsletters/etc. is already

important to look at the guidance for
consent to ensure the methods you currently
have in place to get consent are still viable
under GDPR.
Consent now has a higher standard to meet,
but as long as you offer genuine choice and
control in how to obtain their consent and
ensure to offer the ‘soft opt-out’ for any
marketing tool.
GDPR isn’t an entirely new and scary thing, it is
improvements upon guidelines we already
follow in our Digital Marketing strategies to
collect and market to consumers who are
interested in your business’s products/
services. If you would like to get in touch or
get consultancy about our digital
marketing further then feel free to contact us.
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Aberystwyth 01970 630077
Shrewsbury 01743 455989

Swansea 01792 209715

